An optimized controlled rate slow cooling protocol for bovine ovarian tissue cryopreservation by means of X-ray computed tomography.
Cryopreservation and subsequent transplantation of ovarian tissue is the only option to preserve fertility in certain patients facing gonadotoxic treatment. So far, cryopreservation of ovarian tissue has been carried out mostly by a controlled rate slow cooling process, typically known as slow freezing. Even though there are still some concerns about the iatrogenic damage on the follicle population, this technique has been used in the more than 100 live births reported to date. It is well known that the control of the cryoprotectant loading in the tissue is crucial to in a cryopreservation procedure. We have used the technology of X-ray computed tomography to assess the concentration and distribution of dimethyl sulfoxide (one of the cryoprotectants most used in fertility preservation) inside pieces of bovine ovarian tissue after its cryopreservation. The low voltage used in our device (75 kV) and the high electronic density of this cryoprotectant makes the X-ray attenuation proportional to its concentration. By assessing and comparing the permeation and homogeneity of the cryoprotectant inside ovarian tissue fragments subjected to a controlled rate slow cooling process, we have characterized the effect of variations in the main parameters involved in the process, with the goal of achieving an optimized protocol with higher permeation of the cryoprotectant in the tissue. The most promissory results were obtained by increasing the initial concentration of dimethyl sulfoxide in the vehicle solution from 10 to 20%v/v.